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Any satisfaction with or criticism of U. S. export controls neces-
sarily involves an examination of the controls employed by other
nations, particularly our allies. Although Japan and the NATO
nations, except Iceland, cooperate in the administration of their con-
trols through an informal arrangement known as the COCOM Agree-
ment, the export regulations of these countries differ in many ways.
This paper does not purport to evaluate the wisdom of U. S.
export controls; its purpose, rather, is to study the milieu in which
these controls operate by comparing the principal export controls of
Canada, Japan, West Germany, and the United States. The first two
sections examine the legislation authorizing the administrative agen-
cies and ministries of these countries to regulate exports. Sections III
through VI compare various aspects of the particular export regula-
tions of the four countries as to goods subject to export restrictions,
as to exports of technical data, and as to the extraterritorial reach of
export regulations.
I. The Authorizing Legislation
A. The United States
The U. S. Export Control Act of 1949, as amended in 1962,
authorizes the President ". . . to prohibit or curtail the exportation
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from the United States, its Territories, and Possessions, of any articles,
materials, or supplies including technical data, except under such
rules and regulations as he shall prescribe." ' 1 In addition to having
authority to control any exports from the United States, the President
also has authority under the Trading with the Enemy Act to control
certain export transactions wherever they occur ". . . by any person,
or with respect to any property, subject to the jurisdiction of the
United States." '
There are other legislative acts which govern the exportation of
goods and technical data from the United States. For example, the
Munitions Control Act authorizes the President to control "the
export and import of arms, ammunition and implements of war,
including technical data related thereto." The Atomic Energy Act
of 1954 4 authorizes the Administration to control the distribution of
materials and information abroad relating to the United States nuclear
program. Of course, the broad scope of the Export Control Act
would itself permit the executive branch to control the export of
munitions and nuclear materials even if there were no specific laws
authorizing the control of these types of goods.
One important difference between the Atomic Energy Act and
the Munitions Control Act, on the one hand, and the Trading with
the Enemy Act and the Export Control Act, on the other, should be
pointed out. The former two acts delegate a relatively limited and
specified authority to the Administration to regulate export trade.
The Administration's authority is specifically limited to a designated
category of goods and related technical data. By contrast, the author-
ity delegated to the Executive under the Export Control Act and the
Trading with the Enemy Act extends to all commodities, technical
data, and information. This authority is not confined to any special
category of goods. Insofar as the Administration might feel restrained
from interfering in the markets of export trade, such restraint would
1 50 U.S.C. App. §2023(a).
2 Trading with the Enemy Act of 1917; 40 Stat. 411 as amended, 50 U.S.C.
App. §5(b) (1) (B).
322 U.S.C. §1934 (1958).
442 U.S.C. §2011 (1958).
, Regulations are also administered over the exportation of several special-
ized products and related technical data under authority of such acts as The
National Gas Act, the Shipping Act, etc. For a comprehensive list see Haight,
"U. S. Regulations of East-West Trade," 19 Bus. Law. 881.
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be imposed only by the phrasing of the objectives of these laws as
set out in their enactment. Thus, Congress has chosen to delegate
the whole task and responsibility of determining which particular
commodities should be administratively controlled. By and large,
the legislatures of the four countries under consideration-all of
them so-called capitalist countries-have preferred to limit the power
delegated in terms of objectives rather than in terms of specific
commodities.
B. Canada
The Canadian Export and Import Permits Act 0 allows the
Governor in Council to ". . . establish a list of goods, to be called
an Export Control List, including therein any article the export of
which he deems it necessary to control . . ." and also grants the
Minister of Trade and Commerce the authority to penalize any person
who ". . . knowingly does anything in Canada that causes or assists
or is intended to cause or assist any shipment, transshipment or diver-
sion of any goods included in an Export Control List to be made from
Canada or any other place, to any country included in an Area Con-
trol List." (Italics added.)
The Canadian authorization to control exports from "foreign"
countries extends only to those exports accomplished by acts done in
Canada while the American authorization for such control extends
to persons "subject to U. S. jurisdiction." This matter will be more
closely examined infra p. 189.
C. Japan
In Japan the basic authority to control exports is granted by the
Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Control Law.' Article 48(1)
of this law simply states that "any person desiring to export goods
from Japan may be required to obtain the approval of the Mini~ter
of International Trade and Industry for those types of export goods
or areas of destination and/or methods of transaction or payment
as provided for by Cabinet Order." Furthermore, Article 15 defines
goods to mean "movable goods, with the exception of gold and other
0 2-3 Elizabeth II (March 31, 1954) chap. 27.
Ibid., chap. 27,§ 15.
8 Law No. 228 (December 1, 1949).
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precious metals, means of payments, securities and documents in
which claimable assets are embodied." Thus, the Japanese law per-
mits control over any type of movable goods but apparently does not
deliberately extend such control to "any article" deemed necessary to
control nor does it make any direct reference to technical data.
Whatever forms of technical data-such as personal advice and
management-which might not be subsumed under the term "goods,"
are clearly accounted for by articles 43 and 44 of the same law. These
articles are ostensibly concerned with the adequacy of payment re-
ceived for services, but they provide sufficient authority to control the
exportation of technical data. Article 43 provides that unless author-
ized by Cabinet Order ". . . no exchange resident shall render ser-
vices to an exchange non-resident unless an adequate payment is
provided in accordance with the provisions of this Law"; and Arti-
cle 44 declares that any person or exchange non-resident may be
required to obtain certification of adequate payment from the appro-
priate Minister.
Thus, the Japanese Diet has provided the Administration with
the authority to control exports of technical data through the Foreign
Exchange Law and the Administration's interpretation of an "adequate
payment." Nonetheless, the authorizing legislation does not indicate
that adequacy of payment should depend on the type of advice or
management to be rendered or upon the country of destination.
D. The Federal Republic of Germany
The German export control legislation was the most recently
enacted of the four countries here considered. It is also the most
guarded in lodging authority to restrict exports with the Federal
Administration.
Before 1961 when the present Law of Foreign Trade and Pay-
ments (AWG)' was passed, German export control law very closely
resembled the American export control law for the simple reason that
the German regulations were drawn up by the occupation authorities.
Since 1961 the German export control law has not only varied in
detail from that of the other countries being considered, but the whole
approach to the problem of controlling exports in Germany is sig-
nificantly different from that in the U. S. The approaches are different
Aussenwirtschaftsgesetz, AWG, 28 April, 1961, BGB1 I, 481.
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because, as will be seen in the following paragraphs, under German
law exports are unrestricted except that the Administration may
submit to Parliament recommended exceptions to the general rule,
whereas the American law constitutes a before-the-fact approval of
whatever export restrictions the Administration establishes.
The fundamental principle of the German Law on Foreign Trade
and Payments is set out in the first section:
The exchange of goods and services, capital transactions, payments, and
other economic relations with foreign economic territories, as well as
traffic in foreign assets and in gold between residents of the Economic
Territory (Aussenwirtschaftsverkehr) are basically unrestricted.10
After setting out this principle, the German law provides that
"they" (i.e., exchange of goods and services, capital transactions,
etc.) shall be subject to restrictions of two types. Sections 5-7 of the
AWG grant broad authority to restrict foreign trade activity for spe-
cific purposes, (infra. p. 172). The authority granted to the
Federal Government is not limited to specific commodities but extends
to "legal acts and transactions in foreign trade." Thus it would seem
that the German Administration for certain purposes has authoriza-
tion to control exports not only of any commodity but also of technical
data and, moreover, is authorized to restrict whatever transactions
may occur and wherever they might occur; for example, transactions
by German subsidiaries abroad.
While such a far-reaching interpretation of the authority vested
in the Federal Government by the Parliament seems to be correct
from analyzing the verbal description "legal acts and transactions in
foreign trade," an examination of Section 27 of AWG reveals just
how limited that authority actually is. Part (2) of Section 27 reads:
Immediately after promulgation, ordinances shall be presented to the
Bundestag and, when Buridesrat approval is not required, also to the
Bundesrat. The Bundesrat may express its views to the Bundestag within
four weeks. The ordinances are to be cancelled immediately toHe degrce
that the Bundestag so orders within three months after their pronulgatlon.
The third sentence shall not apply to provisions by which the Federal
Government has removed or instituted restrictions on trade with foreign
economic territories in fulfillment of obligations or in protection of rights
under international agreements to which the legislative bodies have agreed
in the form of a Federal law.
10 Ibid., §1.
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Germany is the only country of the four here examined which
reserves to the legislature immediate and compulsory review of all
regulations issued by the Administration under the authority granted
it by the Foreign Trade Law. Clearly the German Parliament has
been more restrained than the legislatures of the other three countries
in delegating responsibility for formulating a system of export controls.
The second type of restriction authorized by the AWG is con-
tained in Sections 8 and 9. Section 8 permits the specific restriction
of food and agricultural products in order to prevent disturbances in
export commerce; it also permits restrictions of commodities (defined
as "movable objects which may be the object of trade . . . excepting
securities and instruments of payment") ' which were imported within
the framework of cooperation in an international economic organiza-
tion. Section 8 also permits restrictions on the exportation of com-
modities to prevent a threat to vital requirements in the Economic
Territory. "Economic Territory" is not very helpfully defined as "the
territory to which this law applies, including customs enclaves." 12
Nonetheless, the German law leaves little doubt that "territory" is
"geographical" and not "jurisdictional."
Section 9 allows a specific restriction of export contracts when
a resident of the Economic Territory undertakes to supply a com-
modity to a foreign economic territory on abnormally favorable terms
that would have detrimental consequences for the country of con-
sumption. This section is a self-imposed preventative to keep German
businessmen from dumping goods in foreign markets and thus invite
retaliatory anti-dumping laws that would prejudice German exports
in general.
The conclusion about the permissible scope of export control as
authorized by legislation is that it extends alike in each of the countries
examined to all commodities and technical data. In addition, the
authority to regulate exports from foreign countries extends to such
"foreign exports" as are affected by a variously defined category of
people. In the United States this category comprises "persons subject
to the jurisdiction of the United States"-a definition sufficiently broad
to invite both needed and adventuristic tests of its meaning.
Canadian law limits the Executive's authority to interfere with
exports from foreign countries when such exports are caused or
1 ibid. §4(2)2.12 Ibid. §4(l) 1.
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assisted by persons acting in Canada. Japanese law permits control
to be exercised over exports from other countries through its applica-
tion to the activities of so-called "exchange residents." The German
law calls for control of legal acts and transactions in foreign countries
when a resident of the Economic Territory is involved.
Although each of the countries compared is in general called
"capitalistic," the legislatures have decided that all exports may be
subject to control and that the nature of the control will be, in the
main, at the discretion of designated administrative agencies. In
order to carry out the serious objectives envisioned for export control,
each country has authorized not only administrative sanctions to be
imposed but also criminal penalties, including fines and maximum
imprisonment ranging from three years in Japan is and West Ger-
many,' five years in Canada," to ten years in the United States."6
II. Objectives of Export Controls
If the legislation authorizing the scope of control of exports does
not vary greatly in Canada, Japan, and the United States, such legis-
lation does vary in the objectives to be pursued. Furthermore, the
discretion allowed the administrators of export controls is restricted
only by their ability to show some rationale that they are effectively
pursuing the objectives set out in the authorizing legislation.
A. The United States
The U. S. policy objectives, as declared in Section 2 of the Export
Control Act, are indeed ambitious. Export controls should be used
(a) "to protect the domestic economy from the excessive drain of
scarce materials and to reduce the inflationary impact of foreign
demand" 17; (b) "to further the foreign policy of the United States
.18; and (c) "to exercise vigilance over exports from the stand-
13 Op. cit. supra note 10, art. 70.
14 Op. cit. supra note 11 §34.
15 Op. cit. supra note 7, chap. 27, art. 19.
16 50 U.S.C. App. §2025.
17Section 2(a) of the Export Control Act is rarely employed to restrict
exports. See infra regarding "the determination of non-COCOM items on com-
modity control lists."
is Congress recently undertook to articulate one of the objectives of U.S.
foreign policy when it amended the Export Control Act to declare that it is the
United States policy "to oppose restrictive trade practices or boycotts fostered
or imposed by foreign countries against other countries friendly to the United
States..." Section 2(4) Public Law 89-63. For more detail see in Ira p. 37-38.
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point of their significance to the national security of the United States."
Moreover, the Export Control Act further directs that determination
of the national security significance of an export requires an evalua-
tion that the contribution which that export will make to the military
and/or economic potential of the importing nation will prove detri-
mental to the national security and welfare of the United States.'
In short, Congress has felt the pressure to guard all these vital
concerns and has placed part of this staggering burden on the Admin-
istration by instructing it to manipulate exports to promote the na-
tional security, foreign policy, and domestic supply of materials.
B. Canada
The objectives of the Canadian Export and Import Permits Act
closely resemble the purposes of the American export control law.
Article 3 lists three reasons for which exports may be controlled:
(a) to ensure that goods of a ". . . strategic nature or value will not
be made available to any destination wherein their use might be
detrimental to the security of Canada; (b) to implement an inter-
governmental arrangement or commitment; and (c) to ensure that
there is an adequate supply and distribution of such article in Canada
for defense or other reasons."
The Canadian Export and Import Permits Act, like the U. S.
Export Control Act, does not specify the elimination of restrictions
on exports as a desirable end in itself. It does, however, place two
limitations on executive authority to control exports. The Canadian
law specifies that goods of a "strategic nature" may be controlled to
defend the security of Canada. The U. S. law speaks in terms of
using "economic resources and advantages in trade" to further na-
tional security as regards both military and economic potential.
Whether this difference in terminology between strategic goods and
economic resources and advantages in trade reflects a significant
difference in legislative intent is debatable. It does appear, however,
that the Canadian Parliament meant something more limited in scope
than any form of economic trade by their reference to goods of a
"strategic nature."
The second limitation on executive authority to control ex-
ports appears in part (b) of Article 3. Here the Executive is given
19 50 U.S.C. App. §2023(a).
20 Export and Imports Permits Act, chap. 27, art. 3.
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authority to control exports in order to implement an intergovern-
mental arrangement or commitment. Of course, insofar as these
commitments require legislative approval, the Parliament retains its
power to prevent the Administration from restricting exports for
these purposes. Furthermore, the Export and Import Permits Act
provides that where goods are included in the Export Control List for
the purposes of fulfilling an intergovernmental arrangement, a state-
ment to that effect or a summary of the arrangement must be placed
before the Parliament. At least the Governor in Council must be able
to point to a specific intergovernmental commitment rather than to
general notions of foreign policy if he is to restrict the exportation of
non-strategic, non-scarce goods.
C. Japan
The objectives of Japanese export control are considerably less
ambitious and more narrowly defined-albeit impressive in their own
right. In the first place, no mention is made of using the control of
exports as an instrument of foreign policy. In the second place, those
who control exports are not so directly responsible for safeguarding
the "national security." Their task is to rehabilitate and expand the
national economy. As Article 1 of the Foreign Exchange and Trade
Law states, this purpose is to be achieved by controlling exports so
as to develop foreign trade, to safeguard the balance of international
payments and the stability of the currency, and to insure the most
economic use of foreign currency funds.
Article 2 declares that the provisions of the law and the regu-
lations issued thereunder are to be "reviewed with the objective
of gradually relaxing and eliminating the restrictions established."
Article 47 especially provides that the "export of goods from Japan
will be permitted with the minimum restrictions thereon consistent
with the purpose of this law." 21
Thus, the Japanese law, unlike the United States legislation,
contains the deliberate instruction to the Administrator that he is to
minimize the extent of restrictions on export trade and to anticipate
the eventual elimination of all restrictions. By contrast, the U. S.
Export Control Act does not state the restricted flow of exports as
21 Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Control Law, Law No. 228, (Decem-
ber 1, 1949) arts. 2, 47.
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an eventually desirable goal. Rather the U. S. law envisions the
continuous manipulation of export controls as a valuable tool in the
execution of U. S. foreign policy.
D. The Federal Republic of Germany
The Federal Republic of Germany's new Law on Foreign Trade
and Payments, the Aussenwirtschaftsgesetz, sets out three objectives
for the control of "legal acts and transactions in foreign trade." The
first objective is "to make possible the fulfillment of obligations under
international agreements approved by the legislative bodies in the
form of a Federal law." 2 The Administration has little independent
authority to restrict exports under Section 5 since the intergovern-
mental agreements themselves require legislative approval.
Section 6 of the AWG permits restrictions on transactions in
foreign trade in order to prevent or counteract measures taken in
foreign territories which (a) would "restrict, pervert, or prevent com-
petition" within Germany; (b) would "lead to restrictions of economic
relations" with Germany; or (c) arise from "conditions prevailing in
foreign economic territories which are inconsistent with the liberal
economic structure of the Federal Republic of Germany." Thus
Article 6 permits foreign trade to be restricted if such restriction will
result in freer trade within Germany, within foreign territories, or
between Germany and foreign territories.
The third objective which will justify restriction on foreign trade
is stated in Article 7, "The Protection of Security and Foreign Rela-
tions Interests." This article permits the restriction of transactions in
foreign trade in order to: (a) "guarantee the security of the Federal
Republic of Germany; (b) prevent disturbances of peaceful relations
between nations; or (c) prevent the foreign relations of the Federal
Republic of Germany from being substantially disturbed." If this
objective appears identical to similar objectives stated in the Canadian
and United States laws, the impression is dispelled by the second part
of the same Article 7 of the AWG. Part two lists the categories of
articles, the exportation of which may be restricted in pursuit of the
above objectives. These categories include: arms, ammunition, im-
plements of war, and commodities which are useful for their develop-
ment, production or application; construction drawings and other
22 AWG, §5.
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production plans, patent rights, inventions, manufacturing processes
and skills with respect to arms, ammunition and implements of war;
and mat6riel destined for the conduct of military operations.
Thus, even the most broadly defined objectives and delegation
of authority to control exports in the German law far more closely
resemble the U. S. Munitions Act than they do the more far-reaching
U. S. Export Control Act. In addition, all regulations require Bunde-
stag approval. Furthermore, the German law, like the Japanese,
directs the Administration to minimize restrictions and looks forward
to the eventual elimination of controls. Thus Section 2 of AWG states
that "restrictions are to be limited in nature and scope to the extent
which is necessary to achieve the purposes indicated in the authoriza-
tion. They are to be formulated in such a manner as to interfere as
little as possible with the freedom of economic activity. . . . Restric-
tions shall be revoked as soon as, and to the extent that, reasons war-
ranting their introduction no longer prevail."
Another special feature of the German Law on Foreign Trade
and Payments is the instruction directed to those who issue export
licenses. Such an instruction is not found in the export laws of the
United States, Canada, or Japan. Section 3 of the Aussenwirtschafts-
gesetz states:
(1) If legal acts and transactions require a license under a provision of
this law or under an ordinance issued pursuant to this law, the license shall
be issued when it is believed that the legal act or transaction will not, or
will only insignificantly, endanger the objectives of the provisions. In other
cases, the license may be issued if the national economic interest in the
effectuation of the legal act or transaction outweighs its adverse effect on
the objective of the provision in question.
(2) The issuance of licenses may be made dependent on material and
personal prerequisites. If the objective of a provision renders the issuance
of licenses possible only to a limited extent, the licenses shall be granted so
as to employ the available alternatives in the interest of the national econ-
omy. Residents of the Economic Territory who are particularly affected by
a given restriction in the exercise of their trade, may be afforded special
consideration.
The day-to-day task of issuing export licenses is a difficult one,
involving the necessity of balancing conflicting objectives, of measur-
ing the likelihood of rather remote dangers, and of determining the
priorities the legislature would give the objectives it has written into
the law. Given these difficulties, one might expect a tendency to
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restrict exports in cases of doubt as to their effect, under a law such
as the U. S. Export Control Act. It appears that Section 3 of the
German law was designated to counteract this tendency and to en-
courage the granting of licenses in difficult, borderline cases. Such a
subtle shift in the emphasis of the law may have a rather profound
effect on its actual administration.
M. Restricted Exports
A. The United States
Each country has a list of goods over which it exercises some
control-as to destination, quantity, payment, accompanying docu-
ments required, and so forth. The United States regulations are the
most extensive because restrictions are imposed not only over desig-
nated goods; but with minor exceptions, over ". . . all commodities
and all technical data . . . unless and until a general license author-
izing such exportation shall have been established or a validated
license authorizing such exportation shall have been granted by the
Office of Export Control." 21
To implement this policy, the U. S. Commodity Control List
undertakes to catalogue every potential export and then to designate
if a validated export license must be obtained. If an item is unlisted
because it is newly developed, it may not be exported until its export
potential has been considered by the proper authorities.2"
B. Canada
Canadian regulations are prescribed through two lists-an Ex-
port Control List, SOR/62-464, and an Area Control List, SOR/59-
12. If an article for export appears on the Export Control List or is
to be exported to an area included in the Area Control List, an expOtt
permit is required. If the article or its destination is not included on
the relevant list, it can be exported without further investigation by
the exporter. In addition, General Export Permits No. Ex. 1-3 "
respectively list goods which may be exported to a destination included
in the Area Control List and goods which may be exported in limited
23 15 C.F.R. §370.2.
24 This would seem to be a logical inference from the general prohibition of
exportations (unless licenses have been established) set out in 15 C.F.R. §370.2.
25SOR/64-16, SOR/63-327, and SOR/54-209.
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quantities or for designated purposes without obtaining a special
permit.
C. Japan
The commodities under export restrictions in Japan are included
in Attachment I to the Export Trade Control Order. 6 This attach-
ment contains three columns: the first containing a number identify-
ing the category of the goods; the second column listing the particular
articles included in each category; and the third column containing
the name of an area-a country, a group of countries, or the "whole
area." If an item in the second column is proposed for export to a
country within the area indicated opposite the category of the item in
question, an export license must first be obtained.
Attachment 1-2 to the Export Trade Control Order lists two
countries.-Iran and Iraq-to which all exports require approval by
license.
Many of the items included in Attachment I are included there
not to control their destination but to control their quality. The
Japanese authorities felt that suppliers were using inadequate inspec-
tion standards and therefore passed the Export Inspection Law. 7 The
purpose of this law, according to Article I, is to promote the sound
development of Japan's export trade and to maintain and enhance
the good reputation of export commodities by carrying out an inspec-
tion of export goods.
D. The Federal Republic of Germany
In Germany, anyone desiring to know whether a license must be
obtained to export a given commodity should consult the official
commodity list contained in Annex AL to the Foreign Trade Ordi-
nance of August 22, 1961 (Aussenwirtschaftsverordnung, AWO).
The list is divided into two parts. The commodities included in the
first part require a permit in accordance with Section 5 of the Ordi-
nances, AWO. These commodities are grouped into four categories.
Category A contains the International List of Arms, Ammunition and
Implements of War. Category B contains the International Nuclear
Energy List. The International Commodity Control List is contained
26 Cabinet Order No. 372.
27 No. 97 of 1957.
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in Category C, and Category D contains other goods which require
a license for their exportation.
The commodities in Part One of the list are all subject to some
export control in order to carry out the purposes of AWG Section 7.
However, the regulations provide that the exportation of some of
these commodities to areas included in certain of the country lists
requires no license if the exportation is below 1,000 DM (about
$250) in value. The Country lists are found in Annex II to the Law
on Foreign Trade and Payments (AWG).
Part Two of the Commodity List contains goods that are subject
to the restrictions set forth in Article 6 and 6(a) of the Ordinance
(AWO). Restrictions are placed over most of the goods in Part Two,
not to control their destinations, but rather to control the quality of
goods shipped to the European Economic Community.
If a commodity does not appear in either part of the Commodity
List, Annex AL, it may be freely exported to any destination. In
other words, there are no regulations restricting exports bound for
certain destinations as such with the exception of the Soviet Zone of
Germany.28 Article 7 of the Ordinance (AWO) does require that an
export permit be obtained if a contract is to be effected which calls
for the exportation of goods to a Communist country and if the terms
of payment provide for an extension of credit. Thus, if payment is
to be made upon delivery, contracts calling for delivery of non-
commodity list items may be performed without restriction.
Comparing generally the lists of goods which the four countries
of this study subject to export restriction, two characteristics stand
out. First, the U. S. Commodity Control List is many times over the
most extensive. Second, Canada, Japan, and the United States have
regulations which restrict exports to certain areas per se regardless of
the commodity. Canada has recently promulgated regulations which
exempt many articles from the blanket license requirements of its
Country Control List. The blanket restrictions in Japan on exports to
Iran and Iraq are for balance of payments reasons. Similar restrictions
in the U. S. with regard to exports to Communist China, Cuba, North
Korea, and North Viet-Nam are made for reasons of foreign policy.
28 Since neither the United States nor the Federal Republic of Germany offi-
cially recognizes the German Democratic Republic as such, and as I am para-
phrasing the German law, I consider it more proper to refer to the area of East
Germany by the same designation used in the Aussenwirtschaftsverordnung, ie.,
"the Soviet Zone of Germany."
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Germany alone has no regulations aimed principally at controlling
all trade with a given country, except, of course, for the unusual
situation in East Germany which is not considered to be a "foreign
economic territory."
IV. Determination of Non-COCOM Items on Commodity Control Lists
Each of the countries being examined has agreed for various
reasons to place a group of commodities of so-called "strategic nature"
on its commodity control list. This agreement was reached through
an informal meeting of national officials referred to as the Consulta-
tive Group. This Group has a permanent working committee called
the Coordinating Committee (COCOM) which reviews the com-
modities which are to be included on the International Strategic List
and recommends specific control measures. The items which com-
prise the International Strategic List can be found in Title I of the
Battle Act List, 1964 Battle Act Report. The International Strategic
List contains thirteen types of arms, ammunition and implements of
war, three categories of atomic energy materials, and one hundred
and forty-six particular items of industrial products and materials.
All the countries in this study restrict the exportation of goods
included in the International Strategic List. However, each country
also controls the exportation of various commodities that are not
included in the so-called COCOM list; and each country has its own
reasons for restricting and controlling the exportation of these non-
COCOM items. Since the inclusion of articles on an export control
list is often a somewhat sensitive matter of administrative discretion,
it is difficult to obtain published material setting out fairly precise
reasons for controlling the exportation of particular non-COCOM
items. Nonetheless, some unofficial commentary is available.
A. The United States
Theodore Thau, for example, in a paper on "Control of Exports
from the United States," 2 states that while the basic test of whether
to control an export is its ability to make a significant contribution to
the military or economic potential of the Soviet bloc, an item may
contribute to the bloc's economic potential without necessarily being
detrimental to our national security and welfare. However, Mr. Thau
is quick to point out that the burden of proving there is no detriment
29 XIX Business Lawyer, p. 852.
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is on the person who would argue to that effect. The burden can be
met, Thau adds, by showing that the same item or a close equivalent
is readily available from other free world sources.
Apparently the Department of Commerce feels that there is much
greater danger of detriment to the national security and welfare
through permitting exports than through failing to satisfy the demand
for U. S. exports. The validity of such a presumption may become
increasingly questionable as the United States finds itself competing
not only with free world suppliers but with Soviet suppliers for markets
in Eastern Europe.
Whatever the difficulties, however, the basic American export
policy is to balance possible contribution to the economic and military
potential of the Soviet bloc against possible detriment to the U. S.
national security and welfare. This balance is sought on the basis of
interdepartmental advice from what Mr. Thau calls "... a hierarchy
of committees, roughly comparable to our system of federal courts."
There are three countries, each composed of representatives from the
departments and agencies concerned with domestic and foreign policy
which might relate to exports. If the committee composed of the
lower level personnel cannot agree unanimously upon the policy as
regards to an export, then the second level committee will consider
the problem and if it fails to agree, the Secretaries of State, Defense,
and Commerce then meet as the Export Review Board to settle the
policy regarding the commodity in question.
In addition to the national "security and welfare" reasons for
restricting exports of non-COCOM items, there are various "foreign
policy" reasons for controlling the exports of such items. To be sure,
foreign policy is not always conceptually distinct from national
security and welfare, but at least one articulated aspect of U. S. foreign
policy should be mentioned. The recent extension of the U. S. Export
Control Act included an amendment in which it was declared that
"it is the policy of the United States to oppose restrictive trade prac-
tices or boycotts fostered or imposed by foreign countries against
other countries friendly to the United States." " Specific regulations
have yet to be published implementing this amendment, but a report-
ing requirement has been promulgated obligating all exporters of
goods from the United States to report the receipt of any "request
for any action, including the furnishing of information or the signing
30 Public Law 89-63 June 30, 1965.
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of agreements, which has the effect of furthering or supporting a
restrictive trade practice or boycott fostered by any foreign country
against any country not included . . ." in certain established groups
(primarily the Sino-Soviet bloc)."
It is as yet unclear what action will be taken pursuant to the
collection of reports required under the above §369 but it is likely or
at least possible that in order to carry out the foreign policy objectives
of the 1965 amendment to the Export Control Act, further restrictions
will be placed on exports whenever the consignee (or even the con-
signor) has indicated an interest in restricting trade with a nation
"friendly to the United States."
Another reason for restricting exports of non-COCOM items is
the protection of U. S. domestic supplies. This reason has in practice
resulted in few actual restrictions on export goods. Presently only
sugar, walnut logs, bolts, and hewn timber are subject to validated
license requirements for short supply purposes.
For the various reasons cited above, the U. S. Commodity Con-
trol List includes hundreds of types of goods which may not be ex-
ported without a validated license. Over 625 different categories of
goods, based on the 5-digit Standard International Trade Classifica-
tion, require validated export licenses if the goods are to be exported
to Eastern Europe, Outer Mongolia, or the Soviet Union. Of these
625 items only 161 are taken from the International Strategic List.
In other words, well over 70 percent of the categories of goods which
require administrative approval in order to be exported from the
United States to the Soviet bloc are non-COCOM items. 2
B. Canada
A comparison of the Canadian Export List and the International
Strategic List reveals that they are practically identical. Only four
non-COCOM items are included in the Export Control List. These
are pancreas glands of cattle and calves, pork products, logs, and
pulpwood. A general export permit provides for the unrestricted ex-
portation of pork products. Logs and pulpwood are generally believed
31 Comprehensive Export Schedule, §369, issued September 23, 1965.
.32 Of course, many validated licenses are granted to export the non-COCOM
items included on the Export Control List. The number of categories of non-
COCOM goods which are subject to special licensing requirements is mentioned
here to suggest the extent to which numbered exports are subject to investigative
scrutiny.
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to be subject to export controls in order to protect the interests of the
Canadian firms which process them. Perhaps these controls are
justified as necessary to ensure an adequate supply and distribution
of these goods in Canada for defense and "other needs."
While exports of virtually all non-COCOM articles to non-Sino-
Soviet bloc countries are unrestricted, all exports to Sino-Soviet bloc
countries are in theory subject to licensing. However, General Export
Permit No. 2 provides for the unrestricted exportation of a wide
variety of primarily consumer commodities to all countries in the
Area Control List. Thus, there are still hundreds of non-COCOM
items which may not be exported to the Sino-Soviet bloc without a
special export permit. It is difficult to ascertain just what policies
determine whether a special permit will be issued to export non-
COCOM items that require such a permit.
C. Japan
While the administration of export controls in the United States
over non-COCOM items is primarily a matter of estimating possible
political, military and foreign economic consequences, Japanese ex-
port control regulations are affected most significantly by domestic
economic considerations. Thus, according to the "1965 Commentary
on Latest Foreign Trade Procedures in Japan," published by the Japan
Foreign Trade News, the commodities which are subject to export
regulation can be classified into the following groups: (a) Trade
Order Goods which require export licenses in order to promote and
develop export trade in an orderly manner (These goods are some-
times called "over-competitive" and their control is part of a public
relations effort to quiet cries of "dumping" and to improve the quality
of Japanese exports); (b) Supply and Demand Control Goods of
domestic supply and demand; (c) Goods controlled to prevent
infringement of industrial property rights in destination countries
(This type of regulation is another effort to improve the image of
Japanese products and industries); (d) Strategic Goods which are
controlled because they are on the COCOM Strategic Embargo List;
(e) Goods requiring a Certificate of Origin (The goods requiring a
Certificate of Origin are few in number and are controlled at the
request of the United States to aid it in implementing its Foreign
Assets Control Regulations).
The Japanese Export Control List is considerably shorter than
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the U. S. list. In fact, the Japanese list contains only 194 items requir-
ing an export license. Since 161 of these items are included from the
International Strategic List, only 33 or 17% of the commodities
subject to export controls are non-COCOM items. These 33 items
include such goods as various raw minerals in short supply, screws
and mechanical appliances restricted for quality control, textiles and
dinner ware restricted to develop orderly export markets, cameras and
commercial radios restricted to protect industrial property rights in
foreign countries, and other minor exports such as pornography,
antiques, and drugs.
Since such a large share of the goods subject to export control
are "strategic" COCOM items, it is interesting to recall that the
Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Law makes no provision for
administratively restricting exports for reasons of foreign policy or
national security. Presumably, then, Japan consented to restrict
COCOM items in order to "develop foreign trade" and "for the sake
of the rehabilitation and the expansion of the national economy."
D. The Federal Republic of Germany
The latest edition of the German export control list " indicates
that in addition to items from the International Strategic List only
about 225 commodities must be licensed for export. Practically none
of these commodities are industrial products. Thus vegetables, fruits,
beer, sugar, grain, and cereals are subject to export restrictions in
order to fulfill commitments under Common Market obligations.
Basic metals such as aluminum, cadmium, zinc, tin, and lead are
subject to controls because of domestic short supply. Jewelry, leather
goods, clock works, medical splints and similar consumer goods are
licensed under Article 6 of the AWO and Article 8 of AWG in order
to "prevent or counteract substantial disturbances in export commerce
through the delivery of products of inferior quality."
In summary, then, quality control, short supply, and interna-
tional commitments are the determining factors which restrict the
few non-COCOM items which cannot be exported without a license
from Japan and Germany. The numerous non-COCOM items sub-
ject to export control in the United States are restricted almost exclu-
sively to control their destinations for reasons of foreign policy and
national security. In Canada, too, destination control is the chief
factor in restricting exports of non-COCOM commodities.
33 Beilage zum Bundesanzeiger Nr. 114, June 24, 1965.
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V. Control over Exports of Technical Data
A. The United States
American control over the flow of technical data is sufficiently
complex to require special study. Nonetheless, several observations
can be made about the general characteristics of U. S. regulations
controlling the export of technical data from the United States.
Validated licenses are required for the export of practically any
unpublished
".. . professional, scientific or technical information, including any model,
design, photograph, photographic film, document or other article or ma-
terial, containing a plan, specification, or description of technical informa-
tion of any kind which can be used or adopted for use in connection with
any process, synthesis, or operation in the production, manufacture, utiliza-
tion, or reconstruction of articles or materials . . . 34
to the Sino-Soviet bloc unless such "technical data" is related to the
commodity already licensed for export and not related to the produc-
tion, manufacture, or construction of such commodity.15 Validated
licenses are also required to export to any destination unpublished
technical data related to commodities designated in a special list.
Furthermore, if a validated license is to be obtained, written assur-
ances must be secured from the recipient of the technical data that
neither the technical data itself nor the "direct product" thereof will
be shipped to a Sino-Soviet bloc country.
The regulations do not extend to published technical data or to
"educational and scientific" technical data, even though the economic
significance of the latter may in the long run be far greater than the
significance of data which relate directly to "design, production and
utilization in industrial processes." The reason for foregoing restric-
tions on the exportation of published and "educational and scientific"
technical data is obviously that the costs of implementing the controls
are too heavy despite the apparent desirability of the objectives.
The costs involved in control must be of two types. The first, a
worldwide "discovery" apparatus for detecting the existence of expor-
tations of articles that can only be exported by the mails, telephone,
wire, or by personal conversation. This cost can apparently be met
because, as indicated above, certain types of technical data are sub-
ject to export control regulation. In addition to the costs of detection,
34 15 C.F.R. §385.1(a).
35 15 C.F.R. §385.2(2).
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there is the further problem of actually blocking or preventing the
particular exports. In the case of published technical data, serious
restrictions on freedom of the press would be required to control
exportation, and even more severe restrictions on travel and free
association would be required to prevent so-called scientific and
educational technical data from being exported.
B. Canada
In Canada the exportation of technical data is restricted by two
provisions of the law, but in neither case is it very clear what kinds of
technical data in particular are subject to licensing requirements.
Article 13 of the Export and Import Permits Act prohibits the expor-
tation of "any good" to any country included in the Area Control List
unless an export permit has been obtained. Presumably the term "any
good" in this article of the Act encompasses the more tangible forms
of technical data such as plans and drawings. But it seems unlikely
that the verbal or demonstrative passing of technical information and
know-how to Soviet bloc countries is included in the concept "any
good" and prohibited by Article 13.
The only direct reference to technical data contained in the
Canadian law is found in Section 7018 of the Export Control List
which contains items subject to export permit requirements regardless
of destination. Section 7018 refers to:
Technical drawings, design data and manufacturing techniques, specialized
machinery, equipment and gear specifically designed for the examination,
manufacture, testing and checking of the arms, ammunition, appliances and
machines referred to in this List.
The greatest difficulty in interpreting this section comes in deter-
mining the meaning of "appliances and machines referred to in this
List." Section 7018 is found in Group 7 of the Export Control List,
entitled "Arms, Munitions, Military, Naval or Air Stores." If Sec-
tion 7018 is meant to apply only to the items listed in Group 7, then
the exports of technical data are restricted only insofar as they refer
to munitions and related equipment.
If, however, Section 7018 applies to the entire Export Control
List, then technical data may not be exported from Canada without
a permit if it relates to any of the "arms ammunition, appliances and
machines" included in the International Strategic List. If the latter
interpretation is correct, it would seem that technical data regarding
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the manufacture of some of the items on the International Strategic
List may be exported without restriction. For example, since fluoro-
carbon compounds, hydraulic fluids, and synthethic rubber are not
arms, ammunition, appliances, or machines referred to in the Export
Control List, apparently technical data regarding the manufacture of
these goods may be exported without a permit. That such a distinc-
tion between technical data related to appliances and machines, and
to other items on the International Strategic List should be made
seems strange. The distinction seems to be made, nonetheless, if
Section 7018 is taken to refer to the entire Export Control List and
not merely to the Group 7 of that List.
Whatever interpretation is correct, Section 7018 is also unclear
as to how tangible "design data and manufacturing techniques" must
be before they fall within the prohibitions of the Export Permits Act.
Thus, the Canadian export control laws place some restrictions on
the exportation of technical data regarding some of the COCOM
commodities but not all of them.
C. Japan
Although the Japanese Ministry of Trade and Industry and/or
the Ministry of Finance have the legislative authority to control the
exportation of technical data through their authority to oversee ex-
ports of movable goods and payments for services rendered abroad
by exchange residents, no attempt to control the movement of techni-
cal data as such is apparently made.
In the Cabinet Order Concerning Control of Foreign Exchange,
No. 203, of April, 1964, "services" are defined as including "technical
assistance and supply of news or information." Furthermore, techni-
cal assistance is defined to mean essentially what technical data means
under the U. S. laws, that is:
. . . the guidance of technology pertaining to enterprises such as manu-
facturing, agricultural-foresting-fishing, construction industries, etc. which
are executed by the method of dispatching engineers or supplying techno-
logical data, etc., as well as the research, planning, and supervision for
constructing equipment pertaining to those enterprises, and it shall not
include the supply of show entertainment, simple labor benefit or amuse-
ment.36
86 "Remarks," to Attached List No. IV to Ministerial Ordinance Concerning
Control of Invisible Transactions MOF Ordinance No. 54, Nov. 2, 1963, at p.
ASA 73.
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It would appear, then, that the exportation of all types of technical
data is controlled through the Foreign Exchange Order requiring a
license for the rendering of services to nonresidents. But an exception
to this requirement would seem to indicate that the control is exer-
cised in order to prevent extension of credit to foreigners and not
to restrict the flow of technological data.
Thus Article 17 of this same Order provides that any person
may make contracts to render services to an exchange nonresident
so long as the payment is a "standard method of settlement." The
"standard method of settlement" is defined in the "Regulations Con-
cerning the Standard Method of Settlement with Concomittant Notifi-
cation." " These regulations indicate, however, that there are methods
of legitimately exporting technical assistance services without obtain-
ing a permit or approval, principally by avoiding the extension of
credit.
Another way in which exports of technical services might be
controlled, but apparently are not, is through Article 18 of Cabinet
Order No. 203, which provides that any person who exports services
may be required to obtain certification that the payment he received
for the services is "adequate." At first blush, "adequacy of payment"
seems a rather surprising concept to use in regulating exports. How-
ever, an examination of the 1965 "Commentary on Latest Foreign
Trade Procedures in Japan" indicates that the concept has a very
broad social scope. The "Commentary" reports, for instance, that
there are standards of general adequacy and standards of specific
adequacy of payment. The former includes such considerations as
whether the exchange in question would (a) assist the prospective
acquisition of raw materials, (b) be accompanied with the exportation
of other goods, (c) contribute to the acquisition of foreign exchange,
(d) contribute to dissipating excess capacity, or (e) secure a basis
for invading a foreign market.
Standards of specific adequacy include consideration of whether
an export will hamper normal export business or whether it will com-
pete with enterprises already in the importing country. Thus, so far as
the regulations indicate and so far as unofficial commentary is able
to clarify, the exportation of technical data in itself is not controlled
in Japan. Nor does the possibility of allowing a foreign country to
produce what the Japanese would not permit to be exported to that
37 FECB Regulation No. 15, Nov. 1, 1950.
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country weigh in the determination of the adequacy of payment. The
conclusion seems to be that the Japanese, despite their participation
in the COCOM agreement, either take a dimmer view of the benefits
to be achieved by restricting the flow of technical data than do the
Americans, or that the Japanese do not feel the costs of implementing
the controls are worth bearing. 8
D. The Federal Republic of Germany
The German Foreign Trade Regulations specifically restrict ex-
ports of certain types of technical data. Article 7 of the AWG provides
that the Federal Government may restrict the exportation of con-
struction drawings and other production plans for "arms, ammunition,
and implements of war" and also such plans for "commodities which
are useful for the development, production, or application of arms,
ammunition or implements of war." Legal acts and transactions per-
taining to patent rights, inventions, manufacturing processes, and skills
with respect to the above commodities may also be controlled.
In implementing Article 7 of the AWG, the Foreign Trade Ordi-
nances, AWO, restrict two categories of technical data. Article 5 of
the AWO prohibits the export of documents concerning the manufac-
turing processes of the commodities in Part I of the Export Control
List, that is, of commodities on the International Strategic List plus
aircraft and large diameter steel pipe. Article 45 of the AWO pro-
hibits the transfer of generally inaccessible information about indus-
trial rights, inventions, manufacturing processes, and "know-how" in
relation to the manufacture of goods in Part I of the Export List to
non-residents domiciled in the Sino-Soviet bloc.
Thus, in Germany, only documents concerning the manufacture
of internationally named strategic goods are subjected to export
restrictions to all destinations. Other types of technical data concern-
ing strategic goods are subject to export restrictions only if their
destination is the Sino-Soviet bloc. Technical data, in whatever form,
concerning non-COCOM goods is subject to no export restrictions
at all.
'3 American officials have admitted to considerable difficulty in obtaining co-
operation in the matter of controlling exports of technical data. However, Sena-
tors Dodd and Keating, in their "Report on Export Controls in the U. K.,
France, Italy, Federal Republic of Germany, and the Netherlands" claim:
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VI. The Extraterritorial Reach of Export Regulations
A. The United States
The American regulation of exports from foreign areas is exten-
sive and backed up by both criminal and administrative penalties that
can be levied against violators who are subject to the "jurisdiction of
the United States." The export of goods from "foreign" countries by
persons subject to U. S. jurisdiction (as defined below) is restricted,
in particular, by two sets of regulations: The Foreign Assets Control
Regulations,3" and the Transaction Control Regulations."' The former
prohibits "U. S." subsidiaries from exporting any property or goods
to China, North Korea, or North Viet-Nam without a validated license
from the U. S. Treasury Department. The Transaction Control Regu-
lations prohibit "U. S." subsidiaries from exporting to the Soviet bloc
any merchandise listed on the COCOM Goods Embargo List.
Those who are subject to U. S. jurisdiction include any person
actually within the U. S., any citizen or resident wherever located, any
U. S. corporation, and any business association which is owned or
controlled by a U. S. citizen, resident, person actually in the United
States, or any U. S. corporation."' What "control" means in this con-
text is not altogether clear, but Treasury Department officials warn
that control need not be majority control but need only be "working
It has been agreed among the COCOM member countries that export
controls over embargoed goods should be so implemented as to restrict
also the export and technical data, technical assistance, and any other
technology applicable to the design, production, and use of embargoed
items so as to maintain the purpose of the strategic emabrgo.'
Nonetheless, despite the reported agreement that the controls "should" be
implemented, Senators Dodd and Keating are quick to add: "We have relatively
little specific information as to precisely what measures, procedures or regula-
tions are in force to carry out this principle." H' Furthermore, it should be noted
that the Battle Act makes no reference to technical data. If the Battle Act has
been an effective persuader in encouraging our allies to control exports of
strategic items and yet the Act does not specifically refer to technical data as
"strategic," it may well be that the COCOM "agreement" on the control of
technical data exports goes no further than a statement of principle.
3 31 C.F.R. §500.
40 31 C.F.R. §505.
4131 C.F.R. §500.329.
Report before Subcommittee to Investigate the Administration of the Internal
Security Act and other Internal Security Laws of the Senate Subcommittee on
the Judiciary, April 4, 1962, p. 11.
" Ibid., p. 11.
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control" or control sufficient to permit the Americans to ". . . block
the re-election of existing directors or the election of new directors
unless they agreed to employ more cooperative management officials.4"
Thus it is seen that concepts of domestic control over a foreign
corporation have considerable importance in the United States. So
important are these notions of domestic control that some of the U. S.
export regulations affect the exports of items never present in the
United States but which involve a foreign subsidiary controlled from
within the United States.
Three particular limitations of these restrictions on exports from
foreign areas should be noted. First, "U. S." subsidiaries abroad are
not prohibited from exporting goods to Cuba while firms located in
the United States are so restricted. Second, "U. S." subsidiaries abroad
may export goods to the Soviet bloc which firms in the United States
may not export, provided the goods are not on the COCOM list. It
should be remembered in this connection that over 70% of the goods
that are subject to U. S. licensing requirements for exportation to the
Soviet bloc are non-COCOM items. Third, "U. S." subsidiaries abroad
may export to any country other than China, North Korea, and North
Viet-Nam certain types of non-U. S. origin technical data which firms
located in the United States may not export.
The explanation for this difference between the U. S. regulation
of exports from the United States and exports from "foreign" countries
carried out by "U. S." subsidiaries abroad must again be that the price
of implementing the additional control over "U. S." subsidiaries
abroad is too dear. In this case the costs are not measured in terms
of economic advantage or human freedom but in the quality of
America's foreign relations. As S. L. Sommerfield somewhat mildly
put it: "The United States has had difficulties in our relations with
some foreign countries because they have disliked the application of
our Regulations to subsidiary firms in such countries."42
B. Canada
In Canada the authority to regulate exports extends only to acts
done "in Canada which cause or assist" shipments from another
country. Thus, any Canadian wishing to assist or cause a forbidden
export from a foreign country can simply leave Canada temporarily
42 S. L. Sommerfield, "Treasury Regulations Affecting Trade with the Sino-
Soviet Bloc and Cuba," XIX Bus. Law. 861, 866 (1964).
430p. cit. supra note 46, at p. 868.
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and do his "causing and assisting" elsewhere. And secondly, no
regulations have been promulgated which provide that a person
who remains in Canada and has interests-even controlling business
interests-in a foreign subsidiary, is causing or assisting prohibited
exports if he simply refrains from preventing the subsidiary from
making such exports itself.
C. Japan
In Japan, the export controls apply strictly to exports from
Japan. The Foreign Exchange Law, however, provides a means of
controlling exports from "foreign" countries through its inclusion of
".. . acts performed outside Japan by representatives, agents, em-
ployees, and other persons engaged by juridical persons having their
head offices or main place of business in Japan. . . ." However, as
with providing technical assistance abroad, the transactions conducted
abroad by persons subject to the Exchange Law are regulated only if
the method of payment is "non-standard." If the payment meets the
requirements set by the Ministry of Finance, the transaction, including
the export of any goods from a "foreign" country, needs no special
permit. Thus, exports as such from foreign areas are not subject to
Japanese controls.
D. The Federal Republic of Germany
As to exports from foreign areas, the German law is more com-
plex. Through the concept of "residents of the economic territory"
some parts of the Law of Foreign Trade and Payments can be extended
to entities with a foreign connection. "Economic Territory" has a
geographical meaning rather than a jurisdictional meaning and in-
cludes the Federal Republic of Germany and customs enclaves of the
Federal Republic. Residents of the economic territory are defined as:
Natural persons with residence or ordinary domicile in the Economic
Territory, juridical persons and commercial partnerships whose seat or
place of management is in the Economic Territory, and commercial
branches maintained in the Economic Territory by nonresidents of the
Economic Territory shall be treated as residents of the Economic Territory,
if they maintain their management and accounting functions here; industrial
premises maintained in the Economic Territory by nonresidents of the
Economic Territory shall be treated as residents of the Economic Territory,
if they maintain their management here, in particular their accounting
function, if any. 4
44 AWG, §4(1)3.
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As is clear from this definition, the jurisdictional reach of the
German export control law is limited primarily to German residents
and activity that takes place in German territory. Thus no attempt
is made to restrict the transactions of German subsidiaries abroad if
those subsidiaries have their management located abroad.
E. Some Policy Considerations
The application of export control rules to foreign subsidiaries
produces a number of conflicts with other countries' policies. If the
country where the subsidiary functions has no policy, explicit or
implicit, on the export of a certain commodity to the country in ques-
tion, no direct clash at the national level may occur. If, however,
there is a foreign minority interest in the subsidiary, it may have a
claim under local corporation law that its profits are being unfairly
curtailed by failure to seize a profitable opportunity. This complaint
can become involved with the policy of that foreign government in
various ways-via the political connections of that private group, the
general anti-Americanism of the government, or a general desire to
leave private enterprise unhindered in growing as its initiative suggests.
In some cases a direct clash of government policies may arise.
Where foreign exchange is a prime need of a country, it may well wish
to stimulate exports to areas subject to our barriers. It may also desire
to maintain or develop friendly political contacts with a country we
are seeking to isolate.
Thus far rather serious tensions have arisen on this point between
the United States and Canada (particularly with regard to the restric-
tions on exports to China by the Ford subsidiary there), between the
United States and England (out of fear lest Ford follow like policies
in England after obtaining full control over the English firm), and
the United States and France (over tractor exports to China)." These
tensions are detrimental to the United States. Only those directly con-
cerned with our foreign affairs can authoritatively determine whether
certain export restrictions are worth the benefits. The somewhat
erratic line drawn as to foreign subsidiaries' activities indicates that
we find it not worth the price in the case of Cuba but worth it in regard
4" On these policy conflicts see Ebb, Regulation and Protection of Inter-
national Business 113-15 (1964); Lindeman & Armstrong, Policies & Practices
of United States Subsidiaries in Canada (1960); Business International Aug.
6, 1961.
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to COCOM items (where the possibilities of clash are less) and in
regard to China (where our policy is firmly fixed).
In analyzing the differences between the American and the
foreign attitudes on the right of the parent country to control activities
by subsidiaries, one should not lose track of the fact that the other
countries have a very different practical situation-they simply do not
have as many subsidiaries abroad. This country, as the greatest
foreign investment country, simply has the greatest interest in seeing
that it does not lose control over exported capital.
To the extent that the objectives of U. S. export control laws
differ from or are at odds with the objectives of the export control laws
of other nations, some authorities have suggested intergovernmental
consultations that are private and confidential in order to minimize
the disruptive effects of such diverse objectives. 6 An example of such
consultation is suggested in the 16th Battle Act Report, 1963, State
Dept. Pub. 7406, at p. 10:
Following the export control action of October 20, 1960, the United States
approached other friendly governments to request their assistance in pre-
venting diversions of U. S.-origin goods to Cuba through their countries.
Although a number of those governments lacked legislative authority to
control exports of nonstrategic goods to areas other than the Sino-Soviet
bloc, several of those countries whose cooperation was considered most
desirable in this field gave full and effective cooperation. Canada, whose
cooperation in this area was most important because of the traditional
freedom from export controls of U. S. exports to Canada, amended its
regulations to prohibit transshipments of U. S.-origin goods to Cuba. Other
countries took unpublicized administrative measures, either through the
use of their foreign exchange control machinery or through notices to
Customs officials, to effect the same purpose.
In addition to requests to friendly countries to cooperate in preventing
diversion of U. S.-origin goods to Cuba, the United States has held discus-
sions with other friendly countries regarding their own trade with Cuba.
To the extent that exports are being regulated by "unpublished
administrative measures" as suggested above, very little can be said
for certain about a nation's export control "law." But the strong self-
interests of each country lead one to speculate the such "unpublished
administrative measures" are more rarely employed than the Battle
Act Report might imply. Such speculation, however, is beyond the
scope of this paper.
46 See "Law and United States Business in Canada," Kingman Brewster, pub.
by the Canadian-American Committee.
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